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INVITATION TO BID ON TIMBER SALES 

1st THINS 

 

You are invited to bid on timber being offered in Beauregard, Vernon and Allen Parishes, 

Louisiana.  The sale consists of 426 acres +- of loblolly and slash pine plantation first 

thinning. Maps are attached to this prospectus, or may be obtained from CRM.  

 

Thinning tracts will be bid as a single package, and will have a per-unit price (tons) and 

merchandising specifications for each of the following products: 

Pine Sawtimber (incidental to harvest) 

Pine Chip-N-Saw 

Pine Pulpwood 

Hardwood Pulpwood 

 

A timber deed or contract will be issued with an eighteen (18) month cutting period.  An 

advance of 20% of the estimated value of the timber to be harvested will be required at 

the time the timber contract is signed.  One 12 month extension may be obtained, for a 

10% increase in stumpage price bid.  

 

Sealed bids will be accepted until 3:00 PM, April 13, 2016 at the CRM office at 903B 

East 4th Street, DeQuincy, LA. Assistance on the location of the tract may be obtained 

from CRM.  The owner(s) reserve the right to accept or reject any or all bids. 

 

CRM will work closely with the successful bidders to provide access, and establish set 

locations, boundaries and suitable access.  

 

For more information contact: 

Paul Stone 

337.304.2216  

pstone@crosbyresource.com 

 

 



1st Thin Prescription 
 Remove every 5th row and thin in between downrows to reach target of 65 sq ft/acre. 

 Sets should use existing openings away from SMZ’s on well drained soil, and should be the 
minimum size and number possible. Remove hardwood except mast producing species which 
would not release surrounding pine by their removal. Logging debris should be used to stabilize 
erodible areas such as skid trails, with the remainder distributed evenly throughout stand.  

 Thinning should focus on removing at risk trees which will not survive until the next thin, 
diseased, deformed (crook, fork, sweep), and suppressed trees, then on reaching the basal area 
targets. Do not drop below 65 sq ft/ac. Potential sawtimber trees should not be sacrificed to 
achieve spacing. Spacing and basal area should receive the least consideration of all targets; the 
primary target is to leave the best residual timber.  

 SMZ's - keep sets well away. Remove all pine except bank trees that might be a safety hazard or 
cause erosion by their removal. Leave all hardwood. Minimize equipment operation and do not 
cross stream channel unnecessarily; any stream crossings must be pre-approved by Crosby and 
restored prior to harvest completion. Utilize slash from the thinning operation to minimize erosion, 
and maintain as much vegetative cover as possible.  Harvest area is that portion of the SMZ 
adjacent to pine stand to be thinned.   
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